Abstract. Differential ion mobility spectrometry (DIMS) separates ions based on differences in their mobilities in low and high electric fields. When coupled to mass spectrometric analyses, DIMS has the ability to improve signal-to-background by eliminating isobaric and isomeric compounds for analytes in complex mixtures. DIMS separation power, often measured by resolution and peak capacity, can be improved through increasing the fraction of helium in the nitrogen carrier gas. However, because the mobility of ions is higher in helium, a greater number of ions collide with the DIMS electrodes or housing, yielding losses in signal intensity. To take advantage of the benefits of helium addition on DIMS separations and reduce ion losses, linked scans were developed. In a linked scan the helium content of the carrier gas is reduced as the compensation field is increased. Linked scans were compared with conventional compensation field scans with constant helium content for the protein ubiquitin and a tryptic digest of bovine serum albumin (BSA). Linked scans yield better separation of ubiquitin charge states and enhanced peak capacities for the analysis of BSA compared with compensation field scans with constant helium carrier gas percentages. Linked scans also offer improved signal intensity retention in comparison to compensation field scans with constant helium percentages in the carrier gas.
Introduction

D
espite the high sensitivity and rapid analysis times of mass spectrometry, low signal-to-background and isomeric/ isobaric interferences can be problematic, especially in the analysis of complex mixtures. To combat these issues, separation techniques are often coupled with mass spectrometry. Separation techniques such as chromatography and electrophoresis are commonly used prior to ionization to reduce the complexity of the subsequent mass spectrometric analysis. Post-ionization separation techniques can also be used prior to mass analysis, either as a stand-alone separation method or as a complementary separation step. These gas-phase separations, such as ion mobility spectrometry (IMS), can be used in conjunction with liquid-phase separations and hold potential for improving signal-to-background [1] [2] [3] .
The most commonly used ion mobility technique, drift tube ion mobility spectrometry (DT-IMS), uses an electric field to force ions the length of a drift tube filled with a buffer gas. The ion mobility (K, cm 2 V -1 s -1
) through the buffer gas depends directly upon the collisional cross-section of the ion and buffer gas by the Mason-Schamp equation:
where k B is the Boltzmann constant, μ is the reduced mass of the ion and buffer gas, q is the ion charge, N is the number density of the buffer gas, and Ω is the collisional cross-section of the ion in the buffer gas [4] . At the low electric field strengths used in DT-IMS, an ion's mobility is independent of electric field strength (E). Related ion mobility techniques, traveling wave ion mobility spectrometry (TWIMS) and trapped ion mobility spectrometry (TIMS), also operate in the low electric field regime and, thus, mobility is independent of the electric field [5, 6] . However, as E is increased ion mobility
Correspondence to: Gary Glish; e-mail: glish@unc.edu becomes dependent on electric field strength in a complex function [4, [7] [8] [9] . Differential ion mobility spectrometry (DIMS) takes advantage of this field dependence and separates ions based on the difference between ion mobility in high and low electric fields. Differential ion mobility spectrometers consist of two parallel electrodes separated by a gap. When interfaced to a mass spectrometer, the gas flow into the mass spectrometer draws ions and gases present at the entrance of the DIMS device through the electrode gap. An asymmetric rf waveform is applied across the electrode gap and alternates between low (E l ) and high (E h ) electric fields of opposing polarity. During the time in the low field portion of the waveform (t l ), ions are displaced toward one electrode some distance proportional to the low field mobility (K l ) (Equation 2). During the time in the high field portion of the waveform (t h ), ions are displaced toward the opposite electrode a distance proportional to the high field mobility (K h ) (Equation 3) [9] .
Design of the waveform such that E l t l =E h t h yields the net ion displacement to be proportional to the difference between the high and low field mobilities (K h -K l ) for each period of the waveform. This displacement is integrated across the transit time through the DIMS assembly, and ions are separated in space by the differences in their net displacement towards one of the electrodes. The V 0-P of the high field portion of the waveform is commonly referred to as the dispersion voltage, or expressed as a dispersion field, and is the equivalent of E h in the above equations. For a waveform with E l t l =E h t h , an ion that has equal K l and K h would have no net displacement and pass through DIMS into the mass spectrometer. The net displacement of ions with K h ≠K l can be offset through the application of a DC compensation voltage to one of the electrodes. Also expressed as the compensation field, an appropriate compensation voltage counterbalances the displacement towards an electrode, thus passing ions with a selected K h -K l to the mass spectrometer. Ions with a different K h -K l will strike the electrodes and be neutralized. The compensation field can be held constant, such that DIMS acts as a filter for an analyte of choice, or scanned to sequentially pass ions with various differential ion mobilities [10] .
Improvement of DIMS separation characteristics has been a major focus of DIMS research and work has produced a few commonly used approaches. Increasing the applied dispersion field or increasing the separation time can result in improved separations [11] [12] [13] [14] . Another method used introduces organic dopant vapors into the carrier gas as a means to take advantage of differences in ion-molecule interactions in the low and high fields [15] [16] [17] [18] . Although these interactions are not thoroughly understood, organic solvents at concentrations on the order of 1.0% (v/v) in the carrier gas have been shown to enhance separations. Alternatively, the typically nitrogen DIMS carrier gas can be mixed with or replaced by gases such as helium, oxygen, or carbon dioxide. The addition of helium increases ion differential mobilities leading to higher necessary compensation fields. This has been shown to increase resolution between specific analytes and to improve the overall peak capacity of separations [12, [19] [20] [21] .
However, the addition of helium coincides with a decrease in signal intensity because of ion collisions with the DIMS electrodes or the housing containing the electrodes. The explanation for the collisions of ions with the electrodes considers the effective gap between the electrodes rather than the physical gap size [22] . The effective gap takes into account the oscillation amplitude of an ion during one period of the dispersion waveform. Ion mobility through a gas is affected by the masses, interactions, and cross-sections of the ions and gas molecules [23, 24] . The introduction of helium as a carrier gas decreases both the reduced mass and the collisional cross-sections of the collision partners. It also reduces the importance of long-range interactions because of the lower polarizability of helium [19] . Thus K l is increased when using helium as a carrier gas, which reduces the effective gap between the DIMS electrodes, leading to loss of ion signal because of neutralization on the electrodes. The difference between K l and K h increases upon the addition of helium; however, the relationship between the addition of helium and K h is not thoroughly understood and the absolute value of K h is not currently measurable. Although the ion oscillations perpendicular to the surface of the electrodes are dictated alternatingly by K h and K l , the ions also diffuse parallel to the electrode surfaces. This motion is dictated by K l at all times. Thus, upon the addition of helium, the amount of diffusion increases, giving rise to more ion losses as ions are neutralized upon collision with the housing of the electrodes [23] .
Ultimately, this loss of ion signal can reduce peak capacity by restricting the number of chemical species that can be separated and detected in a single analysis. This can be particularly harmful during analyses in which the main goal is identification of unknown compounds [24] . Here we present Blinked scans,^a new DIMS method that dynamically decreases the percent helium present in the carrier gas as the compensation field is increased. Linked scans aim to improve the separation characteristics of DIMS while reducing ion losses caused by the use of helium in the carrier gas.
Experimental
Methanol (optima grade), acetonitrile (optima grade), water (HPLC grade), and acetic acid (ACS plus) were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fairlawn, NJ, USA). Ubiquitin from bovine red blood cells (min. 90% by SDS Page) was purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Tryptic digest of bovine serum albumin (BSA) was purchased from Waters (Milford, MA, USA). Ubiquitin and BSA samples were diluted in 50/49/ 1 (v/v/v) methanol/water/acetic acid to concentrations of 7.2 μM and 0.50 μM, respectively. Samples were infused for electrospray ionization (ESI) at 2 μL/min. All experiments were performed on a Bruker Esquire 3000 ion trap mass spectrometer with 4.25 kV applied to the electrospray emitter. The ESI desolvation gas temperature was set to 300°C in the instrument control software, and the flow rate of the desolvation gas was set to 1.0 L/min. This gas flow was supplemented such that the total desolvation gas flow was maintained at 5.0 L/min, as discussed below. The supplemental gas was added through use of two mass flow controllers; a MKS model 1179 for nitrogen and an Alicat MC-10SLPM-D for helium.
A planar DIMS assembly, shown in Figure 1a , with two stainless steel 6×25 mm electrodes separated by 0.3 mm was used for these experiments. The standard glass transfer capillary was replaced with a glass transfer capillary with a custom flared end [25] . The DIMS assembly can be threaded onto the Apollo I source of the Bruker Esquire 3000 ion trap mass spectrometer in place of the spray shield. The desolvation gas used in the Apollo I source is redirected through the DIMS housing assembly and functions as both the ESI desolvation gas and DIMS carrier gas. Compensation field scans with constant helium were performed by scanning the compensation field with helium content in the carrier gas of 0%, 20%, 40%, or 60% helium. During linked scan experiments, the helium content of the DIMS carrier gas was decreased as the compensation field was increased. These linked scan experiments scanned the helium content from 20%, 40%, or 60% helium to 0% helium during the compensation field scan. Use of greater than 60% helium resulted in electrical breakdown between the DIMS electrodes at the dispersion fields used. Also, the inefficient pumping of helium led to unacceptably high pressures in the fore region of the mass spectrometer when greater than 60% helium was used at lower dispersion fields. DIMS scans were controlled using a LabVIEW program linked to the instrument control software. The compensation field was increased by 2 V/cm for every 10 mass spectra recorded by the instrument. For the experiments included in this work, compensation field values ranged between 0 and 500 V/cm. The time duration of each step in the DIMS scan was dependent upon the speed of the ion trap mass spectrometer and the number of spectra averaged. DIMS scans presented herein lasted between 3 and 15 min in duration depending on the number of compensation field steps taken, with no difference in length between linked scans and DIMS scans with constant helium.
Linked scans were controlled using a LabVIEW program and a differential amplifier. The LabVIEW output directly controlled the nitrogen flow controller, whereas the output of the differential amplifier controlled the helium flow controller. In this way, the total flow that was added to the 1.0 L/min desolvation gas flow was maintained at 4.0 L/min. This total flow exceeds the gas flow drawn through DIMS by the mass spectrometer vacuum system by~2-fold, and based on the geometry of the system ( Figure 1 ) the desolvation gas is expected to make up the entirety of the carrier gas while also acting as a curtain gas. The percent helium present in the carrier gas was stepped down every 10 spectra recorded by the instrument, with step size being dependent on the range of helium to be scanned. The helium reached the designated percentage in less than 2 s, allowing the helium content to move in synchrony with the compensation field scan. Compensation field scans and helium scans were set to an equal number of steps during each individual scan.
A custom-built power supply (Ridgeway et al., in preparation) was used to apply both the dispersion and compensation voltage for the experiments. The power supply provides two sinusoidal waveforms, one of which is applied to each electrode. The 1.7 and 3.4 MHz waveforms are phase-shifted and capacitively coupled across the gap, creating a bisinusoidal waveform in the manner portrayed in Figure 1b . This method is used rather than the more ideal square wave because of the lower power requirements necessary for the bisinusoidal waveform [26] . The dispersion voltage is defined by the maximum voltage (V 0-P ) of the bisinusoidal waveform, whereas the dispersion field is the dispersion voltage divided by the distance A DIMS scan can be plotted observing either the total ion current or the extracted ion current as a function of the applied compensation field. Peak centroids, intensities, and full width at half maximum (FWHM) were calculated using Microcal Origin 6.0 under the assumption of Gaussian distributions. These values were used to calculate the separation of two peaks by determining the resolution between the two peaks (Equation 4). For ubiquitin, peak statistics were used from the most abundant peak for each charge state in the compensation field scan. Both the 7+ and 9+ charge states showed multiple peaks, with the most abundant peak for the 7+ charge state passing through DIMS at the lowest compensation field. Conversely, the most abundant peak for the 9+ charge state required the highest compensation field to successfully pass through DIMS.
The peak statistics were also obtained to calculate and compare the peak capacity of compensation field scans with constant helium and linked scans for the tryptic digest of BSA. Using the 50 most intense mass-to-charge peaks from the mass spectrum of BSA, the extracted ion currents were plotted and peak statistics used for the comparison. The identity of these peaks was not thoroughly investigated as the goal was to evaluate the separation capability for a complex mixture. Owing to loss of analyte signal intensity upon the application of the DIMS waveform and use of helium in the carrier gas, not all 50 peaks were detected in each DIMS scan. Peak capacities were calculated using the centroid of the analytes detected requiring the highest and lowest compensation fields (E CH and E CL , respectively), and average FWHM of all analytes detected during the scan (Equation 5).
Results and Discussion
Improving Resolution of DIMS Separations
Linked scans were developed to improve separation characteristics through use of helium while also reducing the ion losses typically seen when helium is used in the DIMS carrier gas. During linked scans, the amount of helium present in the carrier gas is decreased as the compensation field is increased. An example of the linked scan produced is shown in Figure 2a , where the helium content is scanned from 50% to 20% while the compensation field is scanned from 80 to 200 V/cm. By scanning the two parameters simultaneously, ions that require a low compensation field pass through DIMS with relatively high helium percentages, whereas the ions that pass through DIMS later in the compensation field scan do so with a primarily nitrogen carrier gas. In this work, each analyte studied has K l > K h . Thus analytes with a high difference between K l and K h can be expected to have K l play the leading role in ion mobility. Dropping the amount of helium present in the carrier gas lowers K l , ultimately reducing the likelihood of ion collisions with the DIMS electrodes during any one cycle of the waveform and with the housing of the electrodes due to diffusion. An example of the effects of adding helium to the carrier gas is shown in Figure 2b , where compensation field scans with constant helium were taken in 5% increments from 0% to 60% helium. This plot shows the normalized intensities of four ions as a function of carrier gas composition and compensation field. The presence of helium in the carrier gas causes the peak centroids to be more widely distributed in the compensation field domain, with higher helium percentages resulting in greater distances between peaks. The reduction of the helium content during linked scans results in peaks with centroids more closely spaced in the compensation field domain than compensation field scans with constant helium. However, the relationship between ion differential mobility and helium is such that in a linked scan the width of the intersection of the scan line with stable trajectories through DIMS (represented by the intensity plot in Figure 2b ) is reduced. Thus, the peaks will be narrowed along the scan line, potentially leading to To confirm this, experiments were performed to compare the resolution between charge states of the protein ubiquitin. As shown in Figure 3 , at dispersion fields of 23.3 and 26.7 kV/cm, an increase in helium content improves the resolution between the 8+ and 9+ charge states of the protein for both compensation field scans with constant helium and linked scans. However, these improvements do not stem from the same cause. For compensation field scans with constant helium, resolution is improved when using helium because of the distance between the peak centroids being increased in the compensation field domain. The addition of helium has a relatively small effect on the peak FWHM for compensation field scans of ubiquitin with constant helium. Alternatively, linked scans result in peaks with centroids less dispersed in the compensation field domain. The improvement in resolution comes from a more drastic narrowing of the peaks that compensates for the shorter distance between centroids. This occurs because of the narrower intersection of the scan line with stable trajectories (i.e., % He versus compensation field, Figure 2b ) through DIMS.
Another comparison between compensation field scans with constant helium and linked scans can be seen in Figure 3 . With constant 40% helium and dispersion field of 30.0 kV/cm, the signal for the 9+ charge state is reduced to an extent that no peak statistics could be obtained. The amount of helium present in the carrier gas produces an ion mobility high enough that an insufficient number of ions pass through the DIMS device to the mass spectrometer. However, in the linked scan, this peak is readily detectable because it passes though DIMS at a high compensation field and low helium percentage. This type of reduction in signal loss is further exemplified in Figure 4 , where the addition of helium has a drastic effect on the measured signal for each protein charge state detected. Linked scans, however, exhibit a much less severe loss of signal intensity in comparison to compensation field scans with constant helium, while providing improved resolution.
A potentially more useful comparison might be found in examining signal intensity at similar resolutions. For example, compensation field scans with constant 40% helium and linked scans from 40% to 0% helium give similar resolution between ions of m/z 953 and 1072 (Figure 3) . However, the signal intensity of the three charge states is on average a factor of 8.6 times higher in the linked scans than in the compensation field scans with constant helium. The combination of improved resolution and signal intensity make linked scans a potentially useful technology for the analysis of difficult to separate, low abundance analytes.
Improving Peak Capacity of DIMS Separations
The overall peak capacity of DIMS separations can also be increased when using helium in the DIMS carrier gas. The use of helium raises the characteristic compensation field of all analytes to higher absolute values but does not do so equally; ions with higher differential mobilities typically have a greater increase in compensation field than ions with low differential mobilities. For example, the peak centroids in Figure 2b for ions of m/z 622 and 1522 are located at 145 and 93 V/cm, respectively, when no helium is present in the carrier gas. When the carrier gas is comprised of 45% helium, ions of m/z 622 pass through DIMS at a compensation field of 239 V/cm, whereas ions of m/z 1522 require a compensation field of 146 V/cm. The practical application of this is that if all peaks are detected during an analysis, the sampled compensation field range can be increased and peak capacity improved. However, the ions responsible for extending the sampled compensation field range at the highest end in pure nitrogen commonly have mobilities too high to make it through DIMS when helium is present in the carrier gas. If too few of the analyte ions requiring the highest compensation field pass through DIMS, there will be no peak for that analyte during the compensation field scan. Thus, the compensation field range over which analytes are detected is decreased, causing the peak capacity to be diminished even though resolution between peaks or overall resolving power is increased.
To examine the use of linked scans to alleviate this issue, the peak capacities of linked scans and compensation field scans with constant helium were compared using a tryptic digest of BSA. The overall separation characteristics of the scan modes are compared through use of the 50 most intense peaks in the mass spectrum of trypsin digested BSA. The results are shown in Figure 5 , where it can be observed that linked scans improve DIMS peak capacity over compensation field scans with constant helium. At a dispersion field of 26.7 kV/cm, the use of constant 20% helium improves peak capacity. However, further addition of helium causes a drop in peak capacity. This contrasts with linked scans, which exhibit a distinct increase in peak capacity as the range of scanned helium increases to 40%-0% and 60%-0%. Increasing the dispersion field to 30.0 kV/cm yields a similar trend for compensation field scans with constant helium, but the peak capacity of each linked scan range is greater than that of best compensation field scan with constant helium.
These improvements in peak capacity of linked scans over compensation field scans with constant helium are not solely due to the same causes as the improved resolution discussed previously. Here, the average FWHM decreases significantly as a function of increased helium for both the linked scans and Figure 5 . Comparison of the peak capacity during analyses of BSA using compensation field scans with constant helium (blue) and linked scans (red). Linked scans offer improved peak capacities at both 26.7 kV/cm (a) and 30.0 kV/cm (b), particularly at higher helium contents and scan ranges compensation field scans with constant helium (Table 1 ). This alone would lead to improved peak capacity, suggesting that another factor is the cause for the lower peak capacities in the compensation field scans with higher constant helium. In Table 1 it is shown that the fall off in peak capacity stems from a decrease in the compensation field range over which peaks are detected. The high helium content of the carrier gas in compensation field scans with 40% and 60% constant helium increases the likelihood that the analytes requiring the highest compensation fields will be lost to neutralization by both increasing the differential ion mobility and lateral diffusion to the electrode housing. If the peaks for these analytes go undetected, the compensation field range is shortened and peak capacity is lowered. This is exacerbated at the higher dispersion fields, as increases in dispersion field also increase the differential mobility of peptide ions causing more ions to be neutralized via collisions with the electrodes. However, the reduction of helium during linked scans decreases the likelihood of ion neutralization because of collisions with the electrodes or electrode housing. Thus, these peaks are detected during linked scans, leading to further improvements in peak capacity as the helium range scanned increases to 60% and FWHM decreases. Loss of analytes in compensation field scans with constant helium is readily apparent in Figure 6 when observing the total ion current during a compensation field scan. The total ion current scan shows two distinct peaks, believed to be a separation of peptides of 1+ and 2+ charge states. At a dispersion field of 26.7 kV/cm, the initial addition of helium leads to significant ion loss, especially for the 2+ peptides, which have higher differential ion mobility. A greater percentage of helium in compensation field scans with constant helium results in further reduction of signal intensity, with approximately 36% and 11% of the signal intensity retained for the two distributions when a 40% helium compensation field scan is compared to a 0% helium compensation field scan. Alternatively, increased helium ranges in linked scans result in less ion loss compared with compensation field scans with constant helium. With a helium scan range of 40%-0%, the signal intensity is 66% and 50% retained for the 1+ and 2+ peptides, respectively, compared with a 0% helium compensation field scan. A helium scan range of 60%-0% yields signal intensity that is roughly 40% of the original intensity for both charge states. As with ubiquitin, linked scans provide improved separation characteristics in addition to improved signal for the analytes of interest.
Conclusion
This work details the use of linked scans to improve DIMS separations. Decreasing the amount of helium present in the DIMS carrier gas as the compensation field is raised was shown to increase the resolution between charge states of ubiquitin. The best separation using linked scans improved the resolution between the 8+ and 9+ charge by 50% over the best compensation field scan with constant helium. These improvements can be attributed to the narrower intersections of the linked scan line with the stable ion trajectories through DIMS. This narrower intersection causes a reduction of FWHM for the peaks during linked scans. The addition of helium in both linked scans and compensation field scans with constant helium results in the separation of the peak centroids in the compensation field domain, whereas the lowering of the helium content in the linked scans results in less separation of the centroids. However, when coupled to the reduction in FWHM, resolution is improved in comparison to compensation field scans with constant helium. Linked scans were also shown to improve peak capacity for the analysis of trypsin digested bovine serum albumin, with the best linked scan increasing peak capacity by 38% over the best compensation field scan with constant helium.
This improvement in peak capacity is a result of the preservation of signal intensity for peaks requiring the highest compensation fields during linked scans. The mobilities of these ions in compensation field scans with high percentages of constant helium result in ion losses such that the ions were not detected, shortening the compensation field range used in the peak capacity calculation. These types of signal reduction at higher constant helium carrier gas percentages were apparent in the analyses of both ubiquitin and bovine serum albumin, whereas linked scans offered improved signal intensity retention (a) (b) Figure 6 . Signal intensity for the TIC of bovine serum albumin as a function of helium content in the carrier gas for compensation field scans with constant helium (a) and linked scans (b) at E D =26.7 kV/cm at greater resolution or peak capacity. The combination of improved separation characteristics and signal intensity could allow for linked scans to be used more widely for the analysis of complex mixtures, particularly those with analytes at low concentrations.
